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Chapter 41 Another time, I’ll send you to play in front of Hades

Did Hedy have such deep affection for him?

Thinking of Hedy’s overly good–looking face and cold eyes, his heart beat like thunder
and his emotions were very complicated.

He originally thought that Gloria was the best girl in his circle, so he thought she was his
best marriage partner.

But the transformed Hedy is better than Gloria.

These days, he doesn’t even have the patience to chat with Gloria.

Just listen to and read everything about Hedy in the forum, in the live broadcast room,
and in the square of BiTu Gaming.

“Oliver.” Gloria came lightly, her voice soft and gentle.

“Gloria, what’s the matter?” Oliver’s attitude was instinctively cold.

The coldness, Gloria could feel it.

Since Hedy won the monthly exam, Oliver’s attitude towards her has become less and
less.

It’s all Hedy’s fault!

She gritted her teeth in her heart, but her face was gentle and unchanged,

“I remember you told me last time that Hedy hasn’t lived in your house since he broke off
his engagement with you…”

That’s true.” Oliver nodded.

Hedy’s home is in Geary Village, which is too far away from Lowell High School, and it
is inconvenient to go back and forth.



Before the marriage contract was terminated, Hedy had been boarding at his house,
which was what grandpa meant.

If grandpa is still alive, even if Hedy breaks off the engagement, grandpa will definitely
arrange for her to live temporarily in the Johnson Family villa.

With her grandfather gone, no one from the Johnson Family could keep her.

“Then she should go home now, but Geary Village is so far away from Lowell High
School, and the transportation is inconvenient, how did she manage to not be late?”
Gloria frowned, “Could it be that she was really…”

In the middle of her words, she closed her mouth, with taboo in her

eyes.

“What happened to her by others?” Oliver stood up from the chair, his eyes tense.

“It’s nothing, I might be dazzled.” Gloria smiled awkwardly, “It’s not good for girls to
say some things without verification.” As soon as the voice fell to the ground, a class of
students walked into the classroom with leaflets in their hands.

“Big news, Goddess HedyHedy from Class 7 has been adopted!”

The news was really big, and everyone rushed over, only to see a photo printed on the
leaflet.

In the photo, a well–dressed, bald middle–aged man turned his back to

the camera and “hugged” Hedy, and a supercar parked behind them.

“I’m cracked, don’t tell me that this bald man is Leo!”

“I didn’t expect that Hedy, who is unattainable on the surface, is actually a guy who can
open his legs when he sees money!”

“1

Actually, it’s understandable, it’s 5000 Wan, where have rural people seen so much
money?”



Oliver’s expression was extremely shocked and angry.

In order to prove that he is better than Gloria, in order to impress him, Hedy can do this!

-Seventh

class, Sun and others also saw the leaflets.

He was even angrier, “Who did this?”

“I don’t know, everyone outside is talking about Goddess Hedy…you can’t judge by
appearance…” The students shook their heads.

Hedy came over.

Sun quickly hid the flyer behind his back, fearing that Hedy would get angry if he saw it.

“There’s no need to hide it, I’ve seen it, and the leaflets are everywhere outside.” Hedy’s
eyes were calm, and there was no fluctuation on his face.

“Then, does Goddess Hedy want to explain to the outside world?” Sun asked tentatively.

Class seven of them trust Hedy unconditionally.

The outside is different.

The rumor of “being adopted” is much more serious than “being expelled from school“.

If it is not clarified in time, wouldn’t Goddess Hedy’s reputation be…

“Never mind.” Hedy sat back in his seat.

She never cared what the outside world thought of her.

Asking Sun to clarify on BiTu Gaming is also taking into account the event pick value,
otherwise she would not even take a second look.

Sun and the others looked at each other in blank dismay.

Goddess Hedy is so strong inside.

noon.



After lunch, Hedy leaned on a bench in the grove, felt the breeze, and closed his eyes.

“Good afternoon, Hedy.”

Gloria appeared in front of Hedy, her voice full of complacency.

Hedy slowly opened his eyes, and the murderous look in his eyes flashed away.

“Let me just say it, I took the photos, and I asked someone to print the leaflets. How
about it, is it surprising that I will admit it?” Gloria chuckled, “It’s a pity, there are no
surveillance cameras here, and

you Without foresight, prepare your mobile phone to record in advance.”

She stared at Hedy in the dark for a long time, and came over after

confirming that it was safe.

“So?”

Hedy tilted his head to look at her, as if looking at a corpse, heartless and indifferent.

“Ah, what a scary look!” Gloria pretended to be scared, and took two steps back.

“Gloria-”

Oliver called out not far away, along with the voices of the rest of the class.

“Oliver, I’m here!” Gloria responded loudly.

When the group of people was about to come around the corner, Gloria suddenly slapped
herself hard, fell to the ground, covered her face and looked at Hedy, crying, “Hedy, why
did you hit me?”

Oliver

arrived When I was on the scene, I saw this scene.

Hedy was sitting on the chair with cold body, while Gloria lay at her feet covering her
face, with clear palm prints on her cheeks.

“Hedy, what are you doing!” Oliver hurried up and helped Gloria up.



Gloria slipped into his arms, tears of grievance streaming down,

“I just told Hedy that I believe she was not taken–up by a man, so she slapped me, saying
that I’m a cat and a mouse, fake mercy, and proudly let her go.” I’m jealous that she
knows rich people, so she just said that if she is in a good mood, she will introduce rich
people to me…”

Oliver became even angrier when he heard this, and angrily accused Hedy,

“Very proud? Hedy, do you think Gloria is like you Have no bottom line, haven’t you
seen money yet? Apologize to her!”

“Apologize to Gloria!” A class of students also stood up and surrounded Hedy with a bad
expression.

The story of Goddess Hedy beating the goddess was quickly spread throughout the
campus.

More students came to the grove, blocking the surrounding area.

Kelly was also alarmed, and came over and asked, “What’s going on?”

The principal’s office was near the grove, so it was hard for him not to pay attention.

“Gloria comforted Hedy, but Hedy didn’t know what to do. He slapped the goddess and
felt that it was something to be proud of being taken care of by

a rich man!” Gloria’s fans immediately called out for Gloria, with disgust on their faces.

“Is that so?” Kelly asked Gloria, frowning.

His intuition told him that it was impossible for Hedy to do this kind of thing, but the
process still had to go through.

“Yeah.” Gloria sobbed and nodded, looking vulnerable and pitiful.

Kelly turned to Hedy and asked, “What about you?”

Hedy didn’t speak, his face was expressionless, and he turned on the phone that had been
blacked out.



It was an interface that kept recording, and it was recorded for more than 30 minutes.

She pauses the recording and plays it.

—Good afternoon, Hedy.

——Let me just say it straight, I took the photos, and I asked someone to print the
leaflets…..

–It’s a pity, there are no surveillance cameras here, and you don’t have the foresight.
Prepare your mobile phone to record in advance…

Once the recording comes out, The irritable crowd became strangely quiet.

Photos and leaflets…all made by Gloria?–

How could the gentle and kind goddess who had always been well- educated and
reasonable use such indecent methods?

That’s all, she deliberately went in front of Hedy, directed and played Hedy to beat and
scold her?

Oliver looked down at Gloria with disbelief.

Gloria was so stiff that she forgot to fake cry and act!

She was clearly targeting Hedy, how could Hedy find time to record?

Unless…unless Hedy was waiting for her in the first place!

“Do you think I don’t know that you’ve been staring at me from the dark?”

Hedy stood up from the chair and came to Gloria with a threatening

aura.

She squeezed Gloria’s chin tightly, forcing Gloria to look at herself, her tone was cold,

“This is the last chance, if there is another time, I will send you to act in front of Hades.”

Chapter 42 Charity dinner, lack of a female companion



Hedy shakes Gloria’s jaw.

This action is contemptuous, like throwing a useless waste.

Gloria’s head was thrown sideways, her messy hair covered half of her face.

It was quiet all around, and no one dared to interrupt.

Hedy narrowed his eyes, passed Gloria and Oliver, and planned to return to class seven.

“Even if you recorded the sound, so what?”

Gloria broke the silence. She broke away from Oliver’s arms and took two steps forward

. Is it the fact that a man takes care of her!”

The goddess image she worked so hard for was ruined by Hedy!

But Hedy isn’t much better either!

No matter how scheming she is, Gloria is not so cheap that she wants to sell her body!

She stared at Hedy’s back, longing for Hedy to stop and show the same embarrassed

expression as her.

But Hedy ignored her and disappeared into the woods!

Kelly gave the punishment in a cold voice,

“Gloria, Class 1, Senior Three, self–directed and acted to slander her classmates, she will

be suspended for a week, and she will be given an 8,000–word review!”

After finishing speaking, Kelly left.



The rest of the students left with complicated expressions.

Oliver also left, and before leaving, he did not forget to look at Gloria in disappointment.

Only a short, chubby boy with big ears stayed where he was, with an obsessive tone,

“Goddess, I believe you are innocent, you must have been tricked by Hedy, I will always

support you!”

“Go away!”

Gloria Seeing it made me want to vomit, I repelled it all over, and tears flowed down my

face!

Lowell High School in the afternoon is more noisy than Lowell High School in the

morning.

Some people call today “Magic Day“.

In the past, Goddess Hedy from the seventh class was suspected of being taken care of by

rich people.

Afterwards, the goddesses of the whole school were beaten to the real face of the whore.

The most popular girls in the two schools have encountered a huge Waterloo.

Someone also took a photo of the leaflet and uploaded it to the square of BiTu Gaming,

which caused a different heated discussion.

But chatting and gossip belongs to chatting and gossip, and gossip belongs to gossip. If

you should go to class, you still have to go to class, and when you should go to school,

you still have to go to school.



Before night fell, Hedy finished her part–time job in the dessert shop and returned to the

King Family villa.

In the villa, the elderly maid was comparing two sets of men’s suits, feeling very

entangled.

“Ms. Ellis is back?” Seeing her, the old maid quickly came over and asked,

“Ms. Ellis, which of these two sets of clothes do you think is more suitable for Childe

King?”

“What’s wrong?” Hedy rolled his eyes slightly.

Judging from the King Family’s financial resources, the answer to this multiple–choice

question should be “all of them“.

“Childe King will attend the charity dinner held at the Bulgari Hotel tomorrow night. At

that time, all prominent people in San Francisco, regardless of the political and business

circles, will attend. As a servant of the King Family, I hope that Childe King is the most

handsome in the

audience Man, although he is already very handsome.”

The elderly maid blushed and her eyes were proud.

“Charity dinner?” Hedy asked casually.

“That’s right, this charity dinner is organized by Childe King.” The

maid explained,



“One of the King Family’s ancestral mottos is ‘to benefit the world‘. The expenses are

quite a lot.

Unlike a star show, what King Family does is true charity.

Take tomorrow’s dinner as an example, the guests have two choices, either auction the

items and donate the proceeds.

Or go on stage to perform talents. If the people below feel good, they can also donate a

sum of money.

The money will eventually be sent to the hands of the old, the young, the sick and the

disabled in the largest slum outside the country.”

Speaking of this, the maid paused and said with emotion,

“Ms. Does Ellis know, that slum is a very dirty, messy, and poor place.

Drugs are rampant there, crimes are frequent, there is no stable water and electricity, no

stable food, and the death rate of newborns is horribly high.“”

I know.” Hedy lowered his eyes.

That was where she lived, how could she not know.

Nancy, you’re picking out clothes again.”

Preston walked in from the outside and smiled helplessly.

Every big or small banquet, the old maid would struggle with what he should wear best.

“I’m asking Ms. Ellis to help me choose this time.” Nancy muttered dissatisfied.



“Oh?”

Preston came to Hedy, his thin lips raised, his voice magnetic, “Which one did she

choose?”

“This one.” Hedy pointed to one of the white suits and replied.

Preston is an excellent male model figure, this white can make him look more elegant.

“That’s it.”

The smile on Preston’s lips deepened, his eyes fell on Hedy’s fair and beautiful face, and

his voice was gentle,

“I still need a female partner for the charity banquet tomorrow night, are you interested in

going there?

It’s time for her to relax and have fun.

“All guests attending the banquet need to show off their talents or auction items.” Nancy

reminded kindly beside her.

Hedy’s mind ran through many images of past lives.

That slum is a place where evil and darkness breed.

There are also innocent and pure people who yearn for redemption.

Even if it’s just a little help.

“I can be your female companion.” She nodded slightly.

After all, the new trial task has not been released yet, so she has nothing to do.



-At

the same time, in a certain five–star restaurant.

Gloria lowered her head and wept. A middle–aged woman in her forties sat across from

her.

The women are well–grown and well–maintained, with well–painted red nails and blue

designer dresses.

Her name is Mary and she is Oliver’s mother.

“Okay Gloria, don’t cry, your eyes are swollen from crying, how can you attend the

charity dinner held by Childe King tomorrow?” Mary comforted one after another.

Now the famous nobles in the whole city have saved up their energy and want to perform

well at the charity dinner to win the favor of the heir of the King Family.

If you can take this opportunity to get in touch with the King Family, everyone will be

able to wake up from their dreams with laughter.

“Aunt, Oliver is ignoring me now, and I feel bad.” Gloria’s tears became more fierce, ”

I just wanted to expose Hedy’s true colors, and then

I used the wrong method.” Blame Hedy, oh.” Mary sighed, with contempt in her eyes,

“I didn’t expect that bumpkin, Hedy, to be so shameless as a mistress for a bald man!”

Mary hadn’t seen Hedy for a long time.

At the end of the last school holiday, she asked her son Oliver, Where did Hedy go, why

didn’t he come back to live.



The son said that Hedy lifted the doll kiss.

This made her happy.

In her dreams, she wanted to separate herself from Hedy. Who would like her

daughter–in–law to be an ignorant country bumpkin?

The candidate for her daughter–in–law is Gloria!

The Rossi Family is a veteran wealthy family in San Francisco, while the Johnson Family

is slightly inferior. If they can marry the Rossi Family, the Johnson Family will be able to

take a big step forward!

Hedy?

disappear as far as you can!

“Don’t worry, with Aunt here, Oliver won’t ignore you.” Mary patted the back of Gloria’s

hand.

“Thank you, Aunt.” Gloria nodded obediently, and the glint of success in her eyes flashed

away.

Chapter 43Ms. Ellis‘ male companion is Childe King

One day passes quickly.

As soon as Hedy returned to the villa after school, Nancy pulled her into the cloakroom

and tried on a black one–shoulder mermaid evening dress.

“It’s so beautiful!” Nancy nodded in satisfaction.



In the mirror, the young girl’s face is exquisite and beautiful, tall and tall, thin where it

should be thin, and round where it should be round, with small dewy shoulders and a

glamorous temperament.

The sexy slit cut on one side of the skirt reveals her slender beautiful legs, and also

stretches the overall sense of line, making her look like a stunner.

“I didn’t expect Ms. Ellis to have such a good figure!”

Nancy pulled Hedy into the dressing room again. The makeup artist applied a little

powder on her face, and then curled her hair into slightly curly hair and put it behind her

head to add a touch of beauty to her. Lazy beauty.

That’s what Preston came in to see.

A strange color flashed in his eyes.

Usually, Hedy is always barefaced, wearing either casual clothes or school uniforms,

mostly loose and comfortable.

This evening dress transformed her from a student girl into a Goddess Hedy, a graceful

Hedy, an elf in the dark night.

Hedy also noticed Preston.

He put on the white suit she had chosen for him, and the air of a nobleman came over his

face, elegant and gentlemanly.

“Let’s go.”

Preston reached out to Hedy, a deep smile escaped from the corner of his lips.



Hedy didn’t think much, put his hand in his palm, and let him lead her into the

Rolls–Royce Phantom.

Aiden drove to the city center.

Half an hour later, the sports car stopped in front of the hotel.

Before getting out of the car, Preston received an international call.

Hedy got off the car alone and entered the hotel auditorium alone.

In the auditorium, the fragrance of clothes and the shadows of temples, cups and cups

were intertwined, and she found a quiet corner to taste the desserts for the guests at the

banquet.

With the first mouthful, Evan frowned.

This taste is far worse than that made by Preston.

When he was hesitating whether to continue eating, an angry female voice came from

behind,

“Hedy, why are you here?”

The visitor was Gloria, who was wearing a short white princess dress, with a hair in her

coiled hair. Small diamond crown. “What? She’s

Hedy?”

Mary next to Gloria looked surprised.

In her impression, Hedy is a gloomy and cowardly country girl with thick bangs.



Isn’t it the generous, bright and noble beauty in front of her?

“It’s her, she changed her hairstyle.” Gloria squeezed out a sentence through her teeth,

wishing she could rush up and tear Hedy to pieces!

Oliver ignored her, she was suspended for self–criticism, it was Hedy’s fault!

“I see.” As a woman, Mary understands how much a hairstyle can affect a woman’s

appearance.

She walked up to Hedy and snorted coldly,

“Oh, it is said that people rely on clothes and gold clothes, and it is true. A dress can

make a village girl into a celebrity, so I almost didn’t recognize it. She is not afraid of the

rich man behind Hedy.

50 million is a sky–high price for rural people, but for a wealthy family like them, it is

just a barely eye–catching business.

Knowing that Hedy bullied Gloria at school, she planned to express her anger on Gloria’s

behalf, and please the Rossi Family by the way!

Hedy rolled his eyes.

The woman in front of me wearing a custom–made red cheongsam and a pearl necklace

is Oliver’s mother, Mary.

Mary is a greedy woman who has always been dissatisfied with her son having a rural

daughter–in–law. She feels that marrying a rural person will not bring any benefit to the

Johnson Family, but will only embarrass the Johnson Family.



When the original owner lived in the Johnson Family villa, he often encountered Mary ‘s

eyes and cold eyes.

She didn’t take Mary ‘s idea of a woman like that.

However, Mary did not intend to let her go. She looked left and right, called friends, and

waved,

“Ladies … come and see, and see what I found?”

At her invitation, a famous lady not far away The ladies came with their children and

companions, and they all noticed Hedy sitting in the corner with a cold expression.

Hedy is very beautiful tonight, men show admiration or fascination, and women show

disdain or jealousy.

They all have a doubt in their hearts, Who is this beauty?

“What did you find?” A lady was very puzzled.

“Hedy, my son’s country fiancée!” Mary said loudly with disgust on her face,

“Seeing that my son really doesn’t like her, she took the initiative to break off the

engagement, but when she turned around, she approached a rich man who was decades

older than her. They appear here in such a human form that I almost didn’t recognize

them!”

Mentioning Hedy, everyone’s expressions changed.

They are not Lowell High School students, and they don’t usually pay attention to games

and chess. They just remember that Johnson Family does have such a country fiancée.



Hearing that Hedy has been with a rich man, and he is a rich man. decades older than her,

everyone looked at Hedy with contempt,

“I sold my body at a young age, and I didn’t learn how to do it well.”

“This kind of rural I have seen too many women, and I want to turn a pheasant into a

phoenix.”

Amidst the accusations, Gloria showed a happy smile.

“By the way, where’s your rich male partner‘ Leo‘, why don’t you bring it out for

everyone to see?”

Mary looked around, looking for the “middle–aged bald man” that Gloria said.

She searched for a long time but couldn’t find it. Preston, the sponsor of the dinner party

and the heir of the King Family, walked in from the outside, and his special assistant

Aiden followed behind him.

The brilliance of the European–style chandelier sprinkled on him, making him look as

handsome as a god and not to be offended.

Everyone straightened their faces and put on a dignified and decent look, not wanting to

leave a bad impression on Preston.

Seeing Preston walking straight towards them, they were delighted and shouted

respectfully,

“Childe King!”

Could something good befall them?



The younger girl blushed and her heartbeat accelerated violently.

Gloria also showed a little shy look.

“You seem to have a problem with Hedy?”

There was a slight smile on the corner of Preston’s mouth, but the

smile didn’t reach his eyes.

Before he came in, he saw a group of people around Hedy, and the expressions on the

faces of this group of people were not very kind.

“I have opinions, we have opinions too much!”

Mary stood up first, with a look of hating iron and steel,

“Childe King doesn’t know something, this girl is called Hedy, she is from the country,

she is stupid and stupid, it is me My son looks down on his fiancée.

My son broke off the engagement with her. Seeing that she had no hope of marrying into

a wealthy family, she became a mistress to someone who was old enough to be her father.

Now she is still here, attending such a high–level charity event with you and us Banquet.

This is simply a piece of mouse droppings, ruining a pot of soup, you should drive her

out!” ”

Really.” The smile on Preston’s mouth subsided, and a coldness gathered around him.

Hedy’s voluntary dissolution of the engagement, to Mary ‘s mouth, became Oliver’s

voluntary dissolution of the engagement, and Oliver didn’t want her.

interesting.



It is even more ridiculous to say that Hedy is someone else’s mistress.

That woman was born with arrogance, even if she pierced the sky, she would not do such

a thing.

“Yes, Childe King.” Gloria followed and stood up with a firm tone,

“I saw Hedy hugging a middle–aged man with my own eyes. Everyone in Lowell High

School knows about it!”

Mary continued her efforts, “In my opinion, no Only Hedy should be kicked out, and

Hedy’s boyfriend should be kicked out too!

What is the occasion here? Is it a place for people like them? I feel ashamed to be in the

same hotel with them!” The

guest next to him They nodded.

This kind of thing that can’t be ranked in the face really shouldn’t appear here. Aiden

asked

Mary indifferently, “Do you know who Ms. Ellis‘ male partner is?”

“It’s a bald man named Leo in English!” Mary replied immediately.

There was another trace of doubt in my heart.

“Ms. Ellis“?

Why does Childe King’s special assistant call Hedy “Ms. Ellis“?

In the next second, she heard Aiden reply in an extremely cold voice,



“Ms. Ellis‘ male partner is Childe King, kick them out? Do you have the qualifications!”

The voice fell, and everyone was shocked.

The male partner of village girl Hedy is actually the famous Childe King, the initiator of

this charity dinner?

This is different from what

Mary and Gloria said! “You… what did you say?” Mary thought she heard it wrong!

Gloria opened her mouth slightly, and was sluggish on the spot!

Chapter 44 Dancing together, she is the lifesaver of the King Family!

No one thought that Hedy, who came from the countryside, could have a relationship

with the first young master.

When Mary and Gloria were puzzled, Aiden’s next words explained their doubts and

made them fall into the ice cave!

“Ms. Ellis is Childe King’s grandfather’s savior. Everyone in the King Family must treat

her politely and respectfully.

I advise you to think about such nonsense as ‘Ms. Ellis was taken care of by a

middle–aged man‘ first, and then See if you can say it!”

People around you looked at me and I looked at you, and they all saw the word

“impossible” in their eyes.

What is the identity of Childe King?

What is the status of the King Family?



Hedy has become Childe King’s grandfather’s savior, and has shown great kindness to

the King Family. Do you still need to find a middle- aged man to take care of him?

unnecessary!

This Mary and Gloria are really stuck in their heads, dare to say such unreliable words…

At the same time, there is still a small question in everyone’s mind,

How did Hedy become the savior of Grandpa Childe King?

They are curious, but they dare not ask, and they are not qualified to ask.

“Childe King, what about the two of them?” Aiden

asked Preston respectfully,

pointing at Gloria and Mary. “Since these two feel that Hedy and I are not worthy of

being in the same room with them, then let’s see off the guests. The

business of the King Family is not as high as that of the two families.”

Preston called Hedy “Hedy” in a low voice., sounds very familiar and intimate.

Hedy Susan raised her eyes, but didn’t say anything.

To her, the name is just a code name.

She went on to eat the cake.

The security of the hotel was dispatched immediately, came to Mary and Gloria, and

signaled them to leave.



“It’s not… Childe King… It’s a misunderstanding. Our Johnson Family and Hedy have a

very good relationship. Don’t take it seriously!” Mary

was

sweating profusely and her face was pale.

I only hate myself for lifting a rock and shooting myself in the foot, I don’t know that

Hedy is the savior of Grandpa Childe King!

If she knew that Hedy had such a relationship with the King Family, she would definitely

be polite and respectful to Hedy, and treat Hedy

as an ancestor!

“Mary ?” Oliver’s father pushed Oliver in from the outside.

They were talking about business with Gloria’s parents, but when they turned around,

they found a group of people, including Childe King.

Next to Childe King was a beautiful woman in a black mermaid skirt, whose appearance

was somewhat familiar.

“Hedy?” Oliver recognized Hedy with a surprised tone.

Even though he hated Hedy’s act of being someone else’s mistress in his heart, there was

still a three–point obsession in his eyes.

Hedy, who is formally dressed to attend the banquet, is so glamorous!

There were other guests, including some Lowell High School students, and the mayor’s

son Vincent.



“Gloria?” Gloria’s parents also squeezed in, “What happened? Who wants to drive you

away?”

A certain lady pouted, watching the excitement,

“Your precious daughter Gloria, and Mrs. Johnson Family Mary, claiming that Oliver’s

former fiancée, Ms. Ellis, was taken care of by a middle–aged man, so she is not worthy

to appear here with her male companion.

But Ms. Ellis‘ male companion is Childe King, and she is the savior of Childe King’s

grandfather, so there is no such thing as someone else The idea of nurturing.”

In just a few sentences, the cause and effect, and the key points are all explained.

The faces of the men in charge of the two families changed drastically. They had many

questions in their minds to know, but they knew the most important thing right now,

to appease the anger of Hedy and Preston!

They quickly apologized, as sincerely as possible.

However, no matter how sincere they were, Preston didn’t take a second look. He raised

his hand and waved lightly, like an emperor giving orders,”

Get out.”

“Yes!”

The security guards said in unison, crossed their arms, and pushed the two families out.

This scene sent a chill down the spine of the dignitaries present.

The Rossi Family and the Johnson Family are both big names in San Francisco.



Especially the Rossi Family, which has been rooted in San Francisco for a hundred years,

who can’t treat each other with kindness?

But in front of the King Family, they are nothing!

The smart dignitary secretly looked at Hedy who was eating the cake calmly, and warned

himself,

San Francisco will have her new Buddha in the future, so don’t mess with it.

-The

banquet begins.

According to the pre–arranged banquet procedure, the lights around the hall were

extinguished, leaving only the chandelier to shine.

The elegant and lingering saxophone came, and the men in suits and leather shoes came

to the ladies, bent down and stretched out their hands,

“Can you dance with me?”

“Of course.”

Couples of men and women stepped onto the dance floor, dancing ballroom dancing.

Girls who don’t have a partner will give the men they like a sneak peek, such as Vincent,

who has received hints from many girls of the same

age.

These girls think that Preston is a high sun in the clouds, and they don’t have the ability

to climb, so they should think more about Vincent.



Vincent was indifferent, his eyes fell on Hedy who was not far away, and his ears turned

red again.

Every time he sees Hedy, he can find new beauty in her.

She is cute in maid outfit.

She is proud in her school uniform.

She is noble and glamorous in evening dress.

He wanted to… invite Hedy to dance.

Vincent is not the only man in the arena who has this idea.

Everyone stood up, and before they had taken a few steps, they saw the most noble and

handsome man stretching out his hand towards Hedy, his good–looking eyebrows and

eyes slightly curved, “Are you

interested in dancing together?” Looking at the hand with sharp bones,

Hedy

thought For a moment, he gave Preston his hand.

They provide food, housing, and sleeping services, so it doesn’t matter if she gives him

face.

But she has one request.

“Two cakes a week.” She said very seriously.

One cake a week is too little to eat.



Preston couldn’t help but pull her up gently,

“Yes.”

The delicious little prey took a step forward.

When the two entered the dance floor, their outstanding figure, appearance and

temperament instantly became the most eye–catching presence in the audience.

The steps are light, the skirts are flying, the lights are dim, and the music is melodious.

Men and women are beautiful, pleasing to the eye.

The hearts of the girls were broken, and Childe King danced with someone else!

The hearts of the boys were also broken, and Hedy danced with someone else!

The key point is that the dance is so beautiful, it is really murderous,

WOO WOO!

After the dance is over, everyone goes back to their seats, auctions their belongings in

order, or puts on ugly performances.

Sitting under the stage, Hedy made a preliminary observation and found that most of the

men chose “auction donation“, while most of the women chose to perform.

Programs generally fall into two categories, dancing or playing an instrument.

Right now on the stage is a short–haired almond–eyed girl playing the piano.

She is familiar with the technique and has an outstanding appearance. She occasionally

looks at the piano score with a serious expression.



The dignitaries nodded repeatedly and tipped a certain amount of money as a donation.

After the performance, she stood up and held up the hem of her skirt and gave a ladylike

salute, which received warm applause, but she did not leave the venue immediately.

“I don’t know if Ms. Ellis is preparing an auction item or a talent show?”

She said abruptly, aiming directly at Hedy!

Chapter 45 Fighting the piano, the mighty Hedy!

The almond–eyed girl’s voice fell to the ground, attracting many disapproving gazes. It is
not wise

for her to embarrass Hedy when Rossi and Johnson were expelled for humiliating Hedy.

Hedy was born in a rural area, and his family is not rich. Even if he has talent, it may be
difficult for him to be recognized as elegant.

The girl didn’t care about everyone’s stares, but smiled generously,

“Ms. Ellis is kind–hearted and beautiful, and she dances well, so the things she prepared
must be ingenious, right?

I really like girls like Ms. Ellis, and I want to be with Ms. Ellis Make friends, and I can’t
wait to know what Ms. Ellis has prepared.”

Her name is Ada, and she is the daughter of the He family, a top wealthy family in San
Francisco. What

Ada usually likes to do the most is “walking with the sword“.

You all think Hedy shouldn’t be provoked at this time, but I want to!

This is the way to get Childe King’s attention.

As long as Childe King can notice her, she can display her super talent and conquer
Childe King!



Preston’s dark eyes flashed with hostility.

Hedy replied lightly, “Talent.”

“Oh? Is Ms. Ellis also planning to perform talent? I wonder what kind of talent Ms. Ellis
will perform?”

Ada was very enthusiastic, like a long–lost sister,

“If it is If you are dancing or playing a musical instrument, can I accompany you? I really
want to cooperate with Ms. Ellis!”

Hedy glanced at the piano behind Ada, his voice was indifferent and unwavering,

“Piano.”

There are many musical instruments prepared for the party, After every performance,
there will be staff who will move the musical instrument up and down, drag it in and out.

Don’t worry, it’s time consuming.

She doesn’t want to waste time.

“Piano…?” The smile on Ada ‘s face Susan froze, suspicion and contempt surged in her
heart.

Piano, the king of musical instruments.

To buy a piano, the minimum cost is 10,000 USD, which is not an amount that a poor
rural family can afford.

Hedy is pretending, right?

Or, after she met Childe King, she studied piano for a while and planned to perform?

That is really offering “ugliness“. The ridicule in

Ada ‘s almond eyes flashed away, and she took a step back,

“I didn’t expect Ms. Ellis to play the piano, come, please Ms. Ellis to play on stage!”

Hedy walked on the stage calmly, came to sit in front of the piano, and pressed Next key.



Ding-

the piano sounded.

After this sound, after a while, there was no second sound.

Hedy looked down at the keys, wondering what he was thinking.

The guests were a little puzzled, and discussed among themselves.

Preston crossed his legs, calm and composed.

Ada sneered inwardly, and said with a considerate face, “If Ms. Ellis is not very good at
the piano, we can switch to-”

Before he could say the rest, Hedy’s ten fingers were dancing on the black and white
keys.

Ethereal and gentle music played slowly from her hands.

What is the name of this piece of music, I don’t know, I just think I have never heard or
learned it.

The early melody is mysterious and soft, like a mayfly bred between heaven and earth,
tiny and fragile.

After a while, the rhythm gradually increased and the pitch increased, like a dark cloud
pressing down on the city, and a storm was approaching, making the audience tense up
and holding their breath.

The tone kept rising, rising to the point where it was about to explode,

and then stopped abruptly.

Hedy’s ten fingers left the keys, and the audience was suspended in high spirits and
forgot to breathe.

After a second of shelving.

Hedy played again, this time, the piano sound is majestic, the atmosphere is thick, like a
new life, but also like a transformation!



That unremarkable mayfly finally survived the baptism of the storm, and stood on the top
of the mountain in a human form, picking up the stars and the moon with his bare hands!

After the climax, the melody returns to its original soft mystery.

Like crying, like missing, like remembering, like remembering.

Slowly, the sound of the piano stopped.

A lady felt the coolness on her face, so she wiped it with her hand and was stunned,
“Why am I crying?” The

emotional rendering of this song is too strong.

“Papa Papa“.

The applause was heartfelt and warm, and everyone was generous with their praise,

“Ms. Ellis played the piano so well, I almost cried!” ”

Every pore of mine was opened, it was so shocking and comfortable!”

“This song should only exist in heaven, I am willing to donate 200,000 USD to charity!”

“I donate 300,000 USD! She plays better than

Ada!” At first, everyone thought that no matter how Hedy played, they had no idea Praise
of conscience is over.

The result was far beyond their expectations!

Ada was stunned.

Her original intention was to step on Hedy as a stepping stone to show her strength.

How come he was stepped on by Hedy and used as a comparison for Hedy?

“Ms. Ellis is so good at the piano, I’m fascinated by it!” Ada hurriedly remedied,

“As a student of Berkeley, I really like to play the piano with others. Would you like to
fight with me once?”



In order not to be annoying, especially to make Preston hate it, Ada added weight,

“If Ms. Ellis can beat me, I am willing to donate one million to the slums in my own
name!”

Berkeley, a world–renowned music school, has a limited number of students each year.

This is where Ada ‘s confidence comes from.

Upon hearing “one million“, Hedy calmly spoke out a word,

“Yes.”

She got up and gave up her seat to Ada .

Ada took a seat and started to play ” Ghost Fire “.

“Ghost Fire” is the world–renowned “hardest etude“, which is a test of technique and is
known as a song dedicated to showing off skills.

Even major pianists rarely challenge ”

Ghost Fire” in concerts.

Ada is gifted at such a young age to pop Ghost Fire steadily.

The guests nodded and praised, “You really deserve to be a student admitted to
Berkeley.”

After the song, Ada Susan gasped, stood up and looked at Hedy with a touch of
provocation in his eyes.

Hedy took his seat and started playing ” Ghost Fire “.

The difference is that her “Ghost Fire” is an accelerated version, the tempo is twice as
fast as

Ada ‘s! The guests only felt that Hedy’s playing seemed to be pressed “fast–forward“,
and her fingers could not be seen clearly with the naked eye!

After a while, the song is over.



Hedy stood up, her face was not red, her heart was not beating, her temples were not
sweating, and her breathing was not disturbed.

You can tell who is stronger between

her and Ada at a glance! “Papa papa!”

Thunderous applause broke out in the arena!

“Ms. Ellis is too tough, and her piano skills are even better than Berkeley’s students!”

“Young sons from a poor family, the ancients never deceived me!”

Hedy was not surprised, and there was no joy and pride on his face when he was praised,
but he just glanced at Ada lightly,

Remember to keep your promise.”

She only fought with

Ada for the 1 million. Ada took half a step back, her face wanted to pretend to smile, but
also really wanted to cry, it was ugly.

In the audience, Preston narrowed his eyes and said casually,

“Young and frivolous, it’s understandable to like to be aggressive, but before challenging
others, you’d better weigh your own weight first.

lest you humiliate yourself and be taken as a joke.“

Chapter 46 Hedy and They Are Not a Level

Preston After saying this, Ada was ashamed to stay at the banquet, leaving one million

and leaving.

The guests looked strange.

In good conscience, Ada ‘s admission to a world–renowned music school is already very

important, right? Throughout San Francisco, such an



Ada has been produced in decades.

Blame Hedy for being more perverted!

The speed of playing the piano is like borrowing the “hand” and returning it in a hurry.

I can’t accept it!

The banquet continued.

It’s just that with Hedy “Jade and Jade in the front“, the latecomers carefully prepared the

programs, and the response was mediocre.

The clever Lowell High School student has already snapped several photos of Hedy’s

evening dress and posted them on the forum.

There are also students who secretly recorded Hedy and Ada ‘s playing piano, and also

uploaded it to the forum, euphemistically saying “good things should be shared with

everyone“.

Hedy is the big event of the King Family’s lifesaver, of course everyone will not forget to

emphasize.

The next day, the sun rose as usual.

As soon as Hedy returned to Class 7, he was surrounded by Sun and others.

“Goddess Hedy, why didn’t you say that you also participated in the charity dinner, if I

knew, I wouldn’t play games at home!”

Sun burst into tears, feeling like he missed a hundred million.

The corner of Hedy’s mouth twitched slightly.



“And we just found out that Goddess Hedy is the savior of Childe King’s grandfather! So

the King Family is taking Goddess Hedy to and from school during this time?”

Girl A admired her eyes.

Hedy Susan nodded and didn’t say that she lived in the King Family villa and shared the

bed with Preston.

Boy B said,

“Goddess Hedy, do you know that someone sent Gloria’s printed flyer to the BiTu

Gaming chat square

? I bowed and apologized for the “rules” issue!

I didn’t ‘hug‘ you, nor ‘support‘ you, and said that I would sue Gloria for defamation!”

Toby saw this picture last night and the rumors that spread from this picture, and he was

terrified Was terrified.

How dare he compete with Preston for a woman?

Write the announcement personally on the spot, dare not delay at all!

“The announcement was screenshotted on the forum, everyone knows that Goddess Hedy

is innocent!” Sun’s tone was very happy.

Now, the school forum is very lively.

On the one hand, it is surprising the relationship between Hedy and King Family.

On the one hand, it is lamenting Hedy’s all–round crushing of Gloria.



After appearance, learning, chess, and video games, Gloria’s background and proud piano

were all defeated by Hedy.

What makes people ponder over and over again is the difference in attitudes between

Hedy and Gloria when it comes to being “nurtured“.

As soon as Gloria saw the boss of BiTu Gaming approaching Hedy, she immediately took

a photo and maliciously speculated about the relationship between the boss and Hedy.

Don’t ask for evidence, print leaflets wantonly, and discredit Hedy’s reputation.

Afterwards, he went to Hedy to direct and act in front of Hedy, but was slapped in the

face by Hedy.

As for Hedy, he was very calm the whole time.

She didn’t explain her innocence, and she didn’t care about the rumors in the outside

world.

From this alone, it can be seen that

Hedy and everyone are not at the same level.

She is far stronger than them!

“I heard that the student union has signed a joint petition with the principal’s office,

intending to dismiss Gloria and elect Goddess Hedy as the student union president.”

་་ ་་

By the way, tomorrow is a long holiday. Do you have any plans? Can you make an

appointment for a barbecue hot pot or something? .”



Rossi Family Villa.

Oliver’s father took Oliver and Mary, and rushed to the door angrily to find an

explanation,

“Where’s Gloria? Call her out and give us an explanation!”

After the charity dinner last night, businessmen who originally planned to cooperate with

Johnson Family canceled their cooperation intentions one after another.

The businessmen who are already cooperating would rather pay liquidated damages than

terminate the cooperation, and they don’t want to get involved with Johnson Family.

What was the reason, the Johnson Family knew,

Mary offended Hedy!

Hedy is the savior of King Family!

To offend Hedy is to offend the King Family!

Who would dare to take the risk of doing business with the Johnson Family who offended

the King Family?

And the reason why Mary troubled Hedy was because Gloria was fanning the flames!

It wasn’t Gloria who spread the rumor that Hedy was taken care of by a middle–aged

man. Can

Mary say that about Hedy?” Mr. Johnson calm down.” Gloria’s parents were not in a

better mood.

The Rossi Family is facing the same situation as the Johnson Family.



After hearing the news, big customers withdraw, and new customers stay away.

The century–old foundation is shaky and will not be tilted.

But Gloria is their daughter no matter what? –

Gloria’s mother said,

“Mr. Johnson, Ms. Mary, things have happened. We can’t change anything except try our

best to remedy it. Instead of being angry,

why don’t you discuss Gloria and Oliver’s marriage? Didn’t you all urge us to get this out

of the way earlier?” Is it settled?”

The Rossi Family wasn’t particularly enthusiastic about the Johnson Family at first.

After all, the Rossi Family is a veteran wealthy family in San Francisco, and the Johnson

Family is still a little bit worse, not well- matched.

Well now, it’s all right.

Everyone is a grasshopper on a rope.

“Return the marriage? Dream on you!” Mary pouted,

“The Johnson Family that Gloria killed is now having financial

problems, and you still want Oliver to marry the disaster star back? Why

don’t you ask the major families in San Francisco who he is?” Mom dares to marry

Gloria!”

There will be no three, five, or ten years for Gloria to offend the King Family.



That is the King Family.

Brilliant, powerful, millennium–old family covering both political and business circles,

King Family!

upstairs.

bedroom.

Gloria desperately covered her ears, tears dripping down like broken pearls.

Throwing it on the phone screen on the table is the school forum’s praise of Hedy and

humiliation of her.

Why…

why did things turn out like this…

why did she become a catastrophe, but Hedy became a celebrity in the King Family?

She obviously did nothing wrong!

Why did it become like this!

“Miss… your courier…” The Rossi Family maid handed a courier to Gloria.

Gloria wiped away her tears, opened the package, and saw a court

summons.

The person who sued her was Toby, the boss of BiTu Gaming.

The charge is defamation.



Said that he didn’t hug Hedy, nor did he take care of Hedy, and went to the school gate

just to apologize to Hedy, Hedy was pure and clean.

Gloria suddenly clenched the summons tightly, bit her lower lip tightly, and her red and

swollen eyes burst out with overwhelming hatred.

“Purity… Purity… good… very good.

Then I will show you this Purity!”

She took out her mobile phone, dialed a number, and said in a stern tone,

“500,000, do something for me.

“J

Lowell High School.

When school was over, students left school one after another, and Hedy left late because

it was his turn to be on duty.

She was going back to her parents in Geary Village for a long vacation and did not let the

King Family driver pick her up.

The sky is getting dark, and the neon lights on the side of the road are flickering and

going out.

Light rain was falling from the top of the head, creating a lonely and

lonely atmosphere in this hazy time.

Chapter 47 What makes you think that I will continue to be kind?

Hedy shoulder bag, walking in the rain and fog.



Pedestrians either hurried to hide from the rain and passed her, or they were in groups of
twos and threes, laughing and playing.

Feeling that someone was watching him, Hedy stopped and turned around, and saw a
corner of a white skirt that was too late to hide by the corner wall.

A cold sternness appeared in her eyes, and she walked forward.

After walking another distance, she turned her head and looked to the right, and saw an
expensive white lady’s leather shoe that was nowhere to be placed.

Hedy has seen the style of this white skirt and the style of white ladies‘ leather shoes.

Gloria goes through it.

What is the purpose of her following her for so long?

In addition to Gloria, there are five big men who have been following Gloria, as if they
had made an appointment in advance.

Hedy frowned slightly, intending to lure the snake out of the hole.

She continued walking, purposely walking into a dead end.

“Good evening, pretty little sister.”

Five fat and strong men appeared behind Hedy.

They stared at Hedy’s slender figure and laughed.

“Gloria asked you to come?” Hedy turned around with a calm expression.

“Don’t care who told us to come, drink this.”

The leading man shook the drink in his hand and approached Hedy, impatiently mixed
with his wretched tone,

“Brothers promise to make you happy like a fairy.”

“That’s right.”

Hedy rolled his eyes slightly and took the drink.



about five minutes.

Gloria appeared at the end of the cul–de–sac, looking inside expectantly.

She thought she would see a picture of Hedy being bullied.

wrong!

What about Hedy?

Why is Hedy missing?

Her pupils narrowed suddenly, and before she could turn her head to look for Hedy, she
was dragged away by the person she was looking for.

“Ah!” Gloria panicked, looked up and saw the neatly dressed Hedy,

leaning against the wall and looking at her indifferently.

“Why…”

Gloria was shocked!

The people she is looking for this time are all gangsters, and all of them have “great
achievements“, how can Hedy stand here intact!

“What makes you think that I will continue to be kind?”

Hedy asked her calmly.

This cold and arrogant gesture hit Gloria’s sore spot, and she yelled,

“Little bitch! What are you pretending to be! You are just a country pheasant, and you
will never become a phoenix! I, Gloria, am the rightful wealthy lady. All…”

“Hell welcomes you.” Hedy interrupted her, glanced at her situation, and parted her red
lips.

After all, she turned around without delay, and the ends of her hair cast a decisive arc in
the rain and fog.

She, Hedy, has no good heart, nor a virgin heart.



She had given Gloria a chance.

On the street, the old lady leaned on a cane and said with a smile,

“Oh, it’s finally raining, and the dirty things in the city are going to be washed away.”

-After

finishing Gloria, Hedy took the bus back to Geary Village.

In the car, she checked the progress of the system to confirm the situation.

[Trial mission (3) has been completed. ]

[The new trial task will be released tomorrow. ]

Since winning the title of Best Female Escort in BiTu Gaming, the system gave her a few
days to rest and decided to release a new task tomorrow.

An hour later, Hedy returned to Geary Village.

Night had completely fallen.

It didn’t rain here in Geary Village, and unknown bugs were chirping wantonly in the
dark.

“Hedy is back?” The nanny who lived at the entrance of the village showed a kind smile
and pointed out,

“Your elder brother has been waiting for you for a while, go home and have dinner.”

Following the nanny’s finger, Hedy saw a tall man.

The man is about 27 years old, about the same age as Preston, and is generally dressed.

He has thick eyebrows and big eyes, and his facial features are good, but his skin is
bronze, and he probably works under the sun a lot.

This dark skin accentuated his masculinity and gave him a sense of security.

His name is Josh, which comes from “A gentleman does not stand under Josh “, and he is
Hedy’s eldest brother. In his early years, his



academic performance was not bad, and he received an invitation from a top–ranked
university

in the United States before he graduated.

His girlfriend was also admitted to a good art school.

It’s a pity that my girlfriend’s family was in trouble, she had no money to go to college,
and she was forced to marry by her family in exchange for a bride price.

After discussing with his family, Josh chose to give up his studies and work part–time for
his girlfriend to study.

“Back?” Josh’s voice was thick.

“Yeah.” Hedy nodded.

“Let’s go.” Josh is not a talkative person either.

He stepped aside, motioning for Hedy to go first.

Geary Village is a small mountain village, and the village households are located in
different places in the mountains.

Ellis Family is halfway up the mountain, and it takes about half an hour to walk the
mountain road.

In recent years, the economy has developed rapidly, and the village has paved cement
roads for everyone.

But without extra funds, it is guaranteed that the curved mountain road can have as many
street lights as a city.

Villagers also need to bring their own flashlights.

Josh asked Hedy to go ahead, and he followed behind. The flashlight

pointed forward very intimately, illuminating Hedy’s way forward.

Half an hour later, the brothers and sisters came to the door of the house.



Buddy was waiting at the door of the house. When he saw them coming back, he said
inwardly,

“My wife, my son and daughter are back. Take out the hot dishes from the pot.

“Put it on the table.

The aroma of home–cooked food overflowed, and several people washed their hands and
began to eat.

At the dining table, Malina’s vicissitudes of face were full of smiles,

“Hedy looks much better when he combs his bangs up, and people are more energetic,
aren’t they?”

Buddy and Josh nodded.

It does look a lot better.

“When you go back to Lowell High School this time, how will Mr. Johnson treat you?”
Malina was still worried about her daughter’s lifelong event.

Hedy paused, and said lightly, “I’m breaking the engagement.”

Malina was taken aback, and then nodded,

“If it’s solved, then it’s solved, and it will save them from always ignoring it, as if Hedy
insists on climbing Their high branches are not acceptable.”

Buddy put down his fork, “Then where do you live after you break off the engagement?”

In the past, the daughters lived in the Johnson Family villa, which was arranged by
Stephen.

Hedy thought for a while and replied,

“A female classmate’s home.”

Chapter 48 I miss the first day of the sleeping machine.



When my daughter said that she lived in a classmate’s house recently, Malina quickly

asked, “What’s the name of that female classmate?

Didn’t her family mention you?

Rent a house near the school, and the family still has some money.”

She was worried that her daughter would be wronged if she lived in someone else’s

house.

Although the housing prices near the school are relatively high, they have to save money

as parents, and they can save money.

No matter how hard it is, don’t suffer children.

“No.”

Hedy’s eyes drooped slightly, and he casually reported the name of a girl from class

seven.

It is inconvenient for her to tell her family about her “cohabitation”

with Preston.

Otherwise, the family members may be more frightened.

“It’s fine if you don’t have one.” Malina put down the dishes and walked into the

bedroom. When she came out, she had a thousand USD in her hand,

“You take the money and give it to your classmates as rent when you go back to school.

We can’t take advantage of others, and we can’t call Others underestimate it.”

“Yeah.” Hedy nodded.



“Eat first, rest early after eating, and parents will take you to the uncle’s son’s wedding

tomorrow.” Buddy urged.

“I won’t go.”

Josh looked up, and there was a trace of tenderness on the tough guy’s face.

Ale’s paints for painting are about to run out. I want to work another job and buy her a

better set.”

Named John, fellow Geary Villager, Josh ‘s girlfriend, currently studying in the painting

department of an art college.

If you want the effect of painting to be good, the paint should not be too poor.

“Okay.” Buddy agreed.

At the beginning, he didn’t approve of his son dropping out of school to work to support

his girlfriend’s study, but his son was determined, emphasizing that this was his choice

and he would not regret it.

As a parent, you can only compromise.

at night.

Hedy was lying on his own bed, tossing and turning, unable to fall asleep, Evan’s

eyebrows, which were suitable for light and dark, frowned slightly in the night.

It would be great if the sleeping companion is by your side.

King Family villa.



Preston finished his business, rubbed his brows and returned to the master bedroom.

Seeing that the bed was empty, his handsome face was slightly stunned.

Fang Fang remembered that the school was on long vacation, and Hedy went home to

Geary Village.

Is this a vacancy?

Preston chuckled, turned off the lights and went to sleep.

the next day.

Hedy went downstairs, Buddy and Malina were fully dressed, and there was a bag of

yellow oranges on the table.

“Your elder brother bought it for you.” Malina said with a smile,

He knows you always get motion sickness, so he got up at three o’clock this morning and

went to the market to buy the oranges, which also have motion sickness medicine and

motion sickness stickers.”

Orange peels can relieve motion sickness.

Therefore, Josh got up early to buy oranges, fearing that his sister would be

uncomfortable on the road, and prepared motion sickness medicine and stickers.

Hedy looked at the orange, expressionless.

No one taught her what attitude she should use to deal with this kind of situation.

“There are noodles in the pot, let’s go when you finish eating.” Buddy glanced at the time

on the phone.



Hedy nodded, had breakfast, went down the mountain with his parents, and waited for the

short–distance bus at the entrance of the village.

Fifteen minutes later, the bus stopped at the entrance of the village, and the three got on

the bus and drove towards their destination.

“One person 30, three people 90.”

The female conductor came to collect the money with a small bag on her waist. Seeing

Hedy holding an orange in her arms, she hollered,

“This girl is so handsome, your daughter?

The extremely simple white short–sleeved jeans have an outstanding appearance, and

their temperament is even more eye–catching.

She is not well–educated and has no ink in her stomach, so she feels very handsome!

“Yes, my daughter!” Malina’s tone was very proud.

Near noon, the bus arrived at the bus station.

The three of them took a taxi and came to a five–star hotel.

There is a sign at the door, which reads “Congratulations to the groom Bob and the bride

to tie the knot“.

Hedy glanced lightly.

Bob is the uncle’s son.

In father Buddy’s generation, there are a total of four brothers and sisters.



The eldest is Alan.

The second child is called Adam.

The third child is called Buddy.

The fourth child is my younger sister, named May.

After so many years, uncle Alan is the best.

He started a small business and saved hundreds of thousands to set up a garment factory.

The business was good and he bought several houses.

The second child, Adam, and the fourth child, May, saw it, and bought shares in the

garment factory one after another. They also got along well with the eldest, and bought a

car and a house in the city.

Buddy was not able to take this ride because of his family’s financial difficulties. He was

the worst of the four siblings.

The three paid their share money and walked into the branch office contracted by the

uncle.

There are many people in the hall.

There are business partners of the garment factory, classmates and friends of the bride

and groom, and relatives of both parties.

Not long after, the three of them found their seats, their buttocks were still hot, and an

acquaintance came in front of them.

“Isn’t this the third brother’s family? Long time no see, how are the crops in the field?”



The person who spoke was May, wearing a brand new and fashionable red dress. Behind

her was her honest husband, and her daughter

Lucy, who was wearing a pink dress.

Lucy and Hedy are the same age, with a melon–shaped face, but the eyes are slightly

smaller, which is not very beautiful.

She looked very confident.

“It’s okay.” Buddy was also not good at words.

“Really? I think you all came here in old clothes, and you thought the crops in the field

were eaten by field mice.”

May spoke loudly, and sat next to Malina,

“If your family is short of money, just talk to my sister, sister Although not rich, 300,000

USD can still be given to you for free, ah.”

She seemed to be warm–hearted, but her face was full of sarcasm.

May has a feud with the Buddy family.

This matter has something to do with the “baby kiss” of the Johnson Family. The doll

kiss that

the old man and Stephen had made at the beginning should have fallen on May, but May

refused.

Because the economic conditions of the Johnson Family were average at that time, and

they were not worthy of the word “rich family“, she chose to fall in love freely.



Therefore, the two families postponed the doll marriage to the next generation.

In the next generation, the Johnson Family rose and became the new giants of San

Francisco.

As for the Ellis Family, the eldest gave birth to a son, and the second gave birth to two

sons.

The third child, Buddy, has several sons and a daughter, Hedy.

The doll pro took it for granted, and it came to Hedy.

May also gave birth to a daughter.

She felt that although she was married, she was also from the Ellis Family, wasn’t she?

Why can the daughter of the third child marry the Johnson Family, but her daughter

can’t?

Besides, this doll should belong to her.

She said no, it’s Hedy’s turn, okay?

She decided to fight for her daughter’s chance to marry into a wealthy family.

The Johnson Family refused directly, they were not taken advantage of.

At the beginning it was you who wanted to separate, so you separated. Now that I have

money, my daughter will send it to me?

Don’t even think about it!

May was stunned, thinking that the Buddy family must be making trouble.



They are the ones who stole their daughter’s way to a wealthy family!

Therefore, every family dinner, she would sneer at the Buddy family.

This time, she has to increase her firepower even more, after all, she learned a piece of

“good news” not long ago!

Chapter 49

My daughter is a little smarter than Hedy when

she thinks about the “good news” .

Tell us, the Johnson Family canceled the doll kiss with the Ellis Family.

Tsk, such a good marriage, how can you just cancel it?

Is it because your daughter Hedy is too stupid?”

Hedy’s poor grades in school, No one in the family knows everyone.

“You…” Malina opened her mouth, but couldn’t utter a word.

Hedy’s academic performance is really poor.

There is a real possibility that the Johnson Family will call off their engagement because

of this incident

Because Hedy seldom talks coldly and doesn’t like to publicize, Malina and Buddy don’t

know that Hedy has a perfect score in the monthly

exam.



And won the Interschool Chess League Championship, and played with the best female

companion of BiTu Gaming.

Seeing Malina’s guilty face and having nothing to say, May felt even happier.

She pulled her daughter over and showed it to Buddy and Malina,

“My daughter Lucy is different. She is in the top ten in every exam.

I told her not to study too hard and play more with mobile phones and computers.” She is

still not happy, saying that she wants to study, to go to the best university, to stand out,

and to bring a better life to her parents.

My heart is really touched!

By the way, she In addition to French, he also taught himself German!”

The words fell, and the guests gathered around.

“Mrs. Cooper, your daughter can speak German? This is amazing!”

Many children can’t even learn

French, but your daughter can speak German!” “This child will have a bright future!”

Everyone knows May The eldest brother is Alan, the owner of the garment factory.

Therefore, these compliments are two parts sincere and eight parts flattery.

“It’s overrated, it’s just a little bit smarter than my third brother’s daughter!”

May waved her hand with a bright smile.

Her daughter Lucy raised her chin like a cock in a victorious fight.



May turned to Malina and Buddy and said,

“I remember that Hedy’s French is not very good. You asked her to add my daughter’s

contact information. My daughter can still tutor her when she has time.

You guys, this life is useless, please Don’t let your daughter lose at the starting line-”

Before the last word was uttered, a violent factor appeared in Hedy’s

eyes.

She picked up the coffee mug that was serving the guests on the table and splashed it

directly on May ‘s face!

“Ah!”

May screamed.

The coffee was slightly hot, and the good coffee stuck to her hair, face, and clothes all

over her chest!

“Mom!” “Wife!” “Mrs. Cooper!”

Various titles were uttered at the same time, and the outside guests who were disturbed by

the change also paid attention here from time to time.

May wiped the coffee and water off her face and saw Hedy across the table.

She held an empty coffee cup in her hand, showing that she was the one who started it.

“Hedy! What are you doing!” May slammed the table and got up angrily,



“Aren’t you sick! I kindly asked my daughter to teach you French, and you poured coffee

on my face. Do you treat elders like this?

How do your parents usually teach you!”

“This…” Buddy stood up, trying to speak for his daughter.

In front of him, an arm was thrown across.

It’s Hedy! She stopped her father and stared directly at

May with cold eyes,

“Besides, my parents say no, I am not as simple as pouring

coffee on you.” Buddy and Malina were both taken aback by the domineering words.

They sat in chairs and looked up at their daughter.

The boldness and confidence on their daughter’s face made them feel a little dazed.

Since when has the daughter been able to protect them?

“What happened?”

Not only the guests, but also the hotel staff gathered.

“It seems that Mrs. Cooper mentioned the parents of this beautiful girl, and the girl

poured coffee all over Mrs. Cooper’s face.” Guest A tried to summarize.

“Then this girl is quite brave.” Guest B nodded. But

May retorted with a stiff neck, “When did I say that your parents are not good? I’m

telling the truth! There are



four brothers and sisters in the family, and your family is still farming in the mountains,

without a car or a house. What is it?

It’s a bad word, I really want to help your family, you are too fragile!” “They are all

narrow -minded!” Lucy said popular words on the Internet, and

satirized the Hedy family with her mother.

“Really want to help our family? Okay.”

Hedy took out the bank card from his mother’s wallet and handed it to May, with a blank

expression on his beautiful face,

“Didn’t you just say that you can give our family 300,000 USD for free?

Now, Put the money on the card.”

May didn’t take the bank card, and the muscles on Susan’s face twitched.

What she just said was just pretending to be polite, how could she really give money?

Three hundred thousand is not a small amount, it can buy a nice car, how could she give

three hundred thousand to Buddy’s family for nothing?

She is not a fool!

But if he didn’t give money, he sat down to satirize the Buddy family!

“Today, today is the eldest brother’s son’s wedding. I won’t make trouble with you, but

from now on, I, May, will never have anything to do with your third wife!”



May pulled Lucy away, and told her daughter loudly as she walked, telling everyone

Look,

Lucy, you must study hard. If you don’t study hard, you will end up just like Hedy. You

don’t want a fiancé, you are not educated, and you look like a crazy woman!” “Don’t

worry, mom, I will definitely study hard

No embarrassment for you!” Lucy nodded vigorously.

The farce stopped.

Hedy sat down again with a calm expression.

The cleaning aunt came to clean, and she did not forget to give Malina and Buddy a

thumbs up,

“Your daughters, cows, are not in vain!”

If her daughter has this ability and courage, she can wake up with a smile in her dreams!

Malina and Buddy looked at each other.

Although I wonder why my daughter’s temperament has changed so

much, I am also pleased with what my daughter has done.

The wedding begins.

The beautiful and romantic wedding march came from the stereo.

Under the auspices of the master of ceremonies, the bride and groom came to the stage.

The man’s facial features were correct, and the woman’s appearance was delicate. The

two exchanged rings, and the parents of both parties came to the stage.



Uncle Alan is a middle–aged male with a square face and slightly white hair at the

sideburns.

After some negotiations, several heavyweight guests also came to the stage to express

their congratulations.

One of them was a foreign male with blond hair and blue eyes,

accompanied by an interpreter.

The foreign man spoke a string of Italian, the interpreter listened, and said in English,

Sir, Mr. Lawrence wishes you a prosperous business, and wishes your son and

daughter–in–law a happy marriage for a hundred years.”

“Thank you.” Joking in a good mood,

“Rather than wishing me a prosperous business, Mr. Lawrence might as well help me

open up a business channel with

Eiffel `.” His garment factory has already started a multinational business.

Recently, I am worried about how to establish a cooperative relationship with Eiffel.

Lawrence shrugged and continued to speak Italian, and the translator followed suit,

“He said, he also wants to help you, but Mr. Eiffel is a person with a volatile personality.

Some businessmen courted him for three years, but he ignored him.

Some I only said it once, and he made an international phone call overnight to make an

agreement, so everything depends on God’s will.”



Just after he finished speaking, Lawrence ‘s cell phone rang.

Chapter 50 Hedy, Do You Know German?

Lawrence received a transnational video invitation.

The inviter was none other than Eiffel.

“It’s Eiffel!” Lawrence said in a slightly surprised tone.

Although Alan couldn’t understand Italian, he understood the pronunciation of ”

Eiffel “. He immediately put his heart into his throat,

“What, what’s wrong? Did Mr. Eiffel read my letter of intent for cooperation?”

Then today is a good day!

The translator immediately helped Alan ask.

Lawrence signaled to Alan to stay calm and turn on the video.

On the other end of the video is a handsome foreign adult man with brown hair.

His pupils were red, he was wearing a white shirt with two buttons unbuttoned on his
collar, and he was leaning against the sofa with one arm still resting on the pillow next to
him. He looked lazy and wanton.

Like the Count Vampire in classic film and television works.

Through the video, you can also see the floor–to–ceiling windows in his mansion and the
night sky outside the floor–to–ceiling windows.

The time difference there is completely reversed from that of the USA.

“I don’t have much time. If you can make up your mind, let’s talk about the garment
factory.”

Eiffel spoke German, his red pupils flashed brightly, and he held up a document in his
hand.



The document is a translated version of Alan ‘s letter of intent, which Lawrence sent in
person!

“I didn’t expect it to be about the clothing factory, but the translator I brought today can’t
understand German, damn–it!”

Lawrence ‘s joy dissipated, and his tone was regretful.

“What’s the situation now?” Alan asked the translator.

Mr. Lawrence said that what Mr. Eiffel wants to say is related to the garment factory, but
the translator who can speak German is on vacation today, and I can’t understand
German.” The translator looked

innocent.

“Don’t worry, just wait.” Alan immediately ordered his subordinates to quickly contact
the translator who can speak German.

Seeing this, Mr. Lawrence spoke Italian again.

The translator translated, “It’s too late to look for him now. Mr. Eiffel works on time, and
he’s going to bed later.” ”

Then… then, can we discuss business after he wakes up?” Alan asked.

Lawrence, “I can’t guarantee, he is very unpredictable, maybe if you miss this time, you
won’t have a chance next time.”

Alan was in a panic, can this cooked duck not fly?

So he broke the jar and asked at the wedding,

“Is there anyone who can speak German? If you can translate Mr. Eiffel for me, I will be
very grateful!”

At the same time, Hedy’s eyes lit up words that others could not see,

[ Trial task (4), Facilitate a tripartite meeting. ]

Hedy raised his eyes.



Tripartite meeting refers to the discussion between

Alan, Lawrence and Eiffel. Before she could speak, at the other table, May raised her
hand high and said excitedly,

“My daughter will! Brother, my daughter will!”

Lucy immediately became the target of public criticism.

She didn’t panic, but raised her chin even higher.

“Lucy knows German? Isn’t the school only teaching French ?” AlanSusan frowned.

He is usually busy with socializing, so he didn’t know that his sister’s daughter could
speak German.

“She learned German by herself, she’s so smart!” May pushed Lucy forward, and said,
looking at Hedy,

“Not everyone is like Hedy, they can’t even learn

French!” “Lucy is so old The ability? Sister, you are teaching well! Lucy, come up and
help me translate.” Alan waved quickly.

Under the gaze of all the guests in the hall,

Lucy walked slowly to the red carpet stage. “Mr. ‘s sister said that her daughter
understands German.” The interpreter translated in

Lawrence’s ear.

“OK.” Lawrence nodded, pointing the video at Lucy.

Lucy found that the person in the camera was a beautiful man from a foreign land, her
face blushed instantly, her heart beat faster, and love was written in her eyes.

This gesture made Eiffel on the other side of the planet feel disgusted and frowned.

He hates nympho women the most, regardless of nationality.

Lucy, talk quickly.” Alan urged.



“Hmm.” Lucy nodded and said, “Hallo, mein Name ist Schnee, wie ist es kürzlich?”

The awkward pronunciation and the irrelevant greeting made Eiffel laugh back angrily,
and replied impatiently,

“Tell the clothes The person in charge of the factory, I can cooperate with him, provided
that he and Lawrence each give 5 profit points.”

He spoke very fast, and Lucy looked confused, and could only vaguely grasp the basic
German words.

In fact, she wasn’t very proficient in German either.

After all, she is self–taught, and her vocabulary is barely enough for daily intercourse, so
how can she use it in the workplace?

She was sweating profusely and tensed up.

This translation task is different from the translation she imagined, right?

What didMr. Eiffel say?” Alan worried.

“He…he…” Lucy couldn’t fart for a long time, so she could only look at her mother for
help.

“What are you looking at me for? Talking?” May was in a panic.

If her daughter can translate it in front of so many people, how much light will be on her
face!

She just happened to be able to show off to the third party,

Look at the daughter I raised, and then look at the daughter you raised, they are not at the
same level at all!

Lucy flattened her mouth; feeling aggrieved,

“Mr. Eiffel ‘s speech is too fast, and there are a lot of professional terms in the workplace,
I can’t understand…”



Then what are you doing here? Do you think I’m here to ask you to say hello to him?”
Nonsense!” Alan held his forehead, his face full of disappointment.

He just said, how can a child in the third year of high school be proficient in German
other than French!

He gave up.

“What’s wrong?” Lawrence asked.

The translator replied, “This girl is a beginner in German and doesn’t understand
technical terms, so she is not qualified for the job of translation.”

Tell me if this is true, okay?” Lawrence was convinced.

A once–in–a–lifetime opportunity to be lost.

The guests in the audience also looked speechless.

“It’s okay! You can speak basic German is already very good!” May found a way for
herself and her daughter,

“Unlike some people, they can’t even speak

French.” When she said this, May saw It’s Hedy.

Don’t forget to step on Hedy all the time.

Everyone followed her eyes and looked at Hedy together.

Hedy opened his red lips slightly, and translated accurately,

Eiffel said that he can cooperate with the clothing factory, provided that the clothing
factory and Lawrence each give 5 profit points.”

The clear female voice hovered over the hall.

Everyone was dumbfounded!

This cheaply dressed girl from a mountain village can actually translate German? Didn’t

May say that Hedy can’t even speak French?



“What is this girl talking about again?” Lawrence heard Hedy calling his name, and the
pronunciation was quite standard.

“She said that Mr. Eiffel agreed to cooperate on the condition that you and the garment
factory each share 5 profit points.”

The translator was also surprised.

Alan’s tone was excited, as if he saw hope, “Hedy, do you understand

German?”

“No, she doesn’t understand!”


